Traceability and calibration in temperature measurement: a clinical necessity.
Patient temperature is a fundamental physiological measurement used primarily for observation and diagnosis, for example during surgery, intensive care, recuperation, or treatment. A variety of thermometers are used clinically and these can be separated into two categories, either contact (oral thermometers, rectal thermometers and temporal strips), or non-contact (ear thermometers, temporal thermometers and thermal imagers). To have the maximum confidence in the clinical performance of the temperature measurement instrument it is strongly desirable that the device be traceably calibrated to the International Temperature Scale of 1990 (ITS-90). Lack of traceable calibrations accredited to ISO17025 can lead to unreliability in temperature measurement and in some cases can have a deleterious effect on patient care. The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) maintains and disseminates the ITS-90 for contact and non-contact thermometry in the UK. The importance of accredited traceable calibrations and an outline of contact and non-contact thermometry standards are given here.